26	SOCIO-REUGI0U3 CONDITION.
of them mav have hsd a slight Lifusrloii- of Aryan blood,
t,:t that thev are dominanliy non-Arjan there can not he
thr* shadow of a doubt Some of the castes, however,, are
">\-hat may be Calied composite castes, that is to say^
thev Include amongst them sub-castes some' of which
are as markedly   Aryan   as  others  are
Composite castes,	"	x      .
non-Aryan      the  (joala  or A hir is an
instance of this kind of caste.*
With regard to  the  functional   castes   it  should   be
observed,   that   but   few  of them, with
Functional	.	.
functional   in    a    toe exception probably of some artisan
•mute sense.	-castes,- have   long    maintained    their
* "The large functional group known By the name Goala seems to
have been recruited net merely by the diffusion along1 the Ganges
valley of the semi-Aryan Goalas of the North-Western provinces, but
also by the inclusion in the caste of pastoral tribes who were not Aryan
at a7.!. These of course would form distinct sub-castes, and would not
be admitted to the fus Connubi with the original nucleus of the
caste. The great differences of make and feature which may be ob-
served among Goalas seem to bear out this view, and to show thai
whatever may have been the original constitution of the caste, it now
comprises several heterogenons elements. Thus even in a district so
far,, from the original home of the caste as Sirigbhum, we find Col.
Daltois remarking that the features of the Mathurabasi Goalas are
high, sharp and dellcate3 and they are of a light brown complexion.
Those of Magadlia sub-caste, on the other hand are undefined and
coarse- They are dark-complexioned and have large hands and feet.
Seeing the latter standing1 in a group with some Singbhum Kols there
is no distinguishing one from the other. There has doubtless been
much mixture of blood. These remarks illustrate both the processes
to which the growth of the caste is due. They show how represen-
ts tiF^s of. the original type have spead to districts very remote from
tfeeir original centre, and how at the same time people of alien race,
who followed pastoral occupations* have become attached to the caste
and are recognised by a sort of ficXtoo as hairing belonged to it all
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